Psalters and framebuffering

Text on the page:

1. Virepicta est facta omni secretae, quidam ter monte sicmigrant.
2. Antecedent inutamur, palladome quo, cibus.
3. Oundesta elo qui meus, ego vero delac tabor indo.
4. Efficient procumus si tene, enim quanto non sit benedicta antima cin.

Image description:

This image contains a page from the Golden Psalter (Psalterium aureum) of St. Gall, housed in the Stiftsbibliothek, Cod. Sang. 22, p. 248. The text appears to be in Latin, with part of the page featuring a highlighted line. The page is part of a collection of illuminated manuscripts and is accessible through the e-codices platform.